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Lect. 21  -  Fault Rocks
Structural Geology
Lecture 21
Fault Rocks
(The behavior of faults)


As we learned during Lecture 20, stick-slip occurs because unloading of the elastic system which was responsible for the force buildup can not follow the force drop of the rock.  Figure 20-3b illustrated this behavior.  The straight line AB is the uncontrolled unloading of the elastic load frame holding the sample (the earth on either side of a fault zone).  Here the earthquake (stick-slip event) starts at point A where the shearing force along the fault zone drops faster than the unloading of the load frame.  This creates excess potential energy which must be absorbed by the loading system.  Slip on the fault will stop when the available excess potential energy represented by the shaded area below the line AB is absorded by the extra work represented by the shaded area above the line AB.  At point B the load frame must reloaded (shearing stress increased) to the point C before slip starts anew.  Stick-slip starts again at point D.
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Fig. 21-1

The simplest model for rock friction consists on an intact rock sliding on an intact rock along a discontinuity which itself is clean.  Because no surface is perfectly flat, rough spots called asperities will catch on opposite surfaces (Fig. 21-1).  These asperities will dig into the opposite surface in the manner illustrated.  The effect of this digging is to slow the sliding process and maybe stop motion all together.   Shear stress then increases until the asperities are sheared off.  Other asperities dig into the sliding surface to slow and then stop slip.  This is the physical model for stick-slip on a rock surface.  The same model has been applied to even the fault zones housing the largest earthquakes.
Brittle rock sliding against brittle rock can produce slickensided surfaces.  Initial wear is manifested by carrot-shaped wear grooves on the surface (Fig. 21-2).  These wear grooves are nothing more than the tool marks of asperities seen in plan view.  The grooves are most often seen when rocks of two different hardnesses slide against each other.  One of the best examples of this behavior is seen in the Jurassic chalks of southern England where chert within the chalks acts as the asperities leaving carrot shaped wear grooves on fault surfaces of chalk.  Mineralized fault zones in sandstones show the same characteristic grooves where quartz grains are harder than the mineralization of the fault zone.
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Fig.   21-2

Once wear takes place clean rock surfaces become cluttered with fault gouge.  Such a fault gouge is shown in Figure 21-3.  A brittle gouge will contain riedel shears which point in the opposite direction of slip.  If the wall rock on either side of the fault zone contains microcracks,  they also will point in the direction opposite the slip.  Remember that microcracks form parallel with the maximum principal stress.   Larger fragments within the gouge will rotate in a direction compatible with slip.
Brittle and ductile gouge zones should be distinguished.  A ductile fault zone shows structures with a sense of shear compatible with slip (Fig. 21-4).  Ductile structures include feaatures stretched in the direction of slip.  Ductile fault zones may occur at deeper levels in the crust.  However, salt is one lithology which will undoubtly shown ductile behavior at very shallow levels within the crust. 
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Fig. 21-3
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Fig.  21-4

Surfaces coated with fibrous calcite and quartz are not to be mistaken for slickensided surfaces.  The fibrous surfaces are commonly called slickelites and are the product of very slow but stable sliding.  The process of pressure solution occurs along the fault surfaces and dissolves asperities.  The dissolved material is redeposited as long fibers pointing in the direction of slip (Fig. 21-5).
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Fig. 21-5


The nature of slip (i.e. stick-slip versus stable sliding) varies within the crust of the earth depending on the temperature and pressure conditions.  High pore pressures and high temperatures generally favor stable sliding over stick-slip (Fig. 21-6).  This suggests that earthquakes occur at shallow levels in the crust where there are no abnormal pore pressures.
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Fig. 21-6 





